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We're Dancing in the Darkness
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Prelude

WE’RE DANCING IN THE DARKNESS

Composed and performed by Stephen J. Miller
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Now, in this long dark hour where disease, 
bigotry, racism and greed prowl the streets 
of our being, let us embrace this darkness 
in self-reflection, remembrance and belief 
that there will be light, inasmuch as both 
light and dark are two halves of the same gift 
from heaven promised and rendered to all creation. 

Thereby, are we set free from fear to bask 
in the light of hope, transformation and joy.

First Reading

THE GIFT OF LIGHT AND DARK

Dorothy Alexander

Once I lived on the prairie in the middle 
of great wide plains where the night sky 
was rich with treasures: velvety chocolate 
darkness, moonlight so bright we could 
reap the harvest without waiting for the sun,
a cosmos of bright stars glowing, 
music twinkling in the Milky Way 
spread above fields, grasslands,
homesteader houses, miles and miles
from the nearest human-invented 
illumination from gas or electric.

The night sky told us our place 
in this wide universe of light and night.
Gave us a perspective
that said, “infinitesimal.” 
Said, “respect”
Said, “awe inspiring.”  
Said, “be stewards of all you see to the horizon.” 
Said, “be thankful for this bounty” and 
Said, “most of all, be brave and believe.”

As nights grew longer, colder, darker
we remembered the whispered wisdom,
the promise of returning light, warmth and goodness.
And it was so! 

Sun, light and warmth returned 
with the coming of winter solstice, 
our lives lightened again and again.
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Second Reading

ADVENT SONG

Stan Crawford 

Tonight we are
almost
as far from the sun
as we will ever be.

The dark falls
over us
like rain on stones,
rust on nails.

Time to unpack the manger,
to straighten out
whatever was bent
when previously packed away.

Take out the babe.
Dust off  his plaster cheeks.
Place him on straw
at the center.

Plug in 
the Christmas star
under the black
arc of cold night sky,

under the constellations
telling their tales
about dippers and swans
and archers and bulls

as they race away from us,
light years away.  Finally,
find out who
misplaced the wise men.

Third Reading

INVITATION TO THE DANCE

Shirley Blackwell

Siren songs call all creation to dance
at dawn, at noon, at midnight.
Mighty to lowly join the quadrille,
all charged with sharing their gift of light.

Blue whales vault skyward from cobalt abyss,
trail shimmering curtains across ocean’s stage;
giant jeté ends in luminous splash.
Phytoplankton, alight and astir, coalesce
into galaxies tumbling toward shore, 
where they sweep in as neon-blue tides.

Evening primroses bow, pirouette,
throw dancing shadows across moonlit lawns. 
Petals unfold to catch star-diamond dust
sifting from black velvet sky, then
blend it with perfume pulled from fertile Earth, 
exhale it as new scent from heaven, rebirth.

We waltz in Earth’s ballroom, and if it grows dim,
we know we can dance even with our eyes closed,
keep pace with cadence of known melodies,
recall ancient wisdom to rekindle light.

With left hand, scoop up midwinter’s glimmer, 
with right, cup sunshine from Midsummer Day
press both together in acts of pure kindness; 
ignite with love’s incandescent, sure spark. 
Then, torchlight shall tango in fiery splendor, 
banishing phantoms of fear from the dark.
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Fifth Reading

SANTA FE SOLSTICE

Wayne Lee

Our cats stretch out asleep by the window.
The longest shadows 
     fall on the shortest day.

My wife sets out seed for the pinon jays—
a flash of blue
     and gray against the snow.

We listen for news on the radio—
they say another blow
     is on the way.

We may be housebound for the holiday,
hibernate like bears
     in our bungalow,

but though it’s eight degrees below,
we’ll celebrate
     this season of grace,

light a fire and survive the only way
we know: by staying dry
     and lying low.

Fourth Reading

A MOUNTAIN CHILD 

Georgia Santa-Maria 

I learned 
the homeward paths
by moonlight,

starlight—
(the flashlight beam
constricts the vision)

the vastness of the night,
the softness of cedars
the pacing of time

in the Cosmos’ journey
West toward morning,
the comfort of a Universal tide.

The embrace of surrounding 
peaks to their valley, tall 
Douglas Fir trees wave,

the laughter of the creek,
sparkling always, even
under only the Milky Way.

The brightness of snow
on a winter night
will carry us home.
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Sixth Reading

TO THE DAWN — WINTER 2021

Larry Goodell

The light that scatters dreams came to me and said
I am propulsion too, as moving it all along creates things
and what’s hidden blares out with motivating darkness — 
a thousand violins scraping on gut strings as the
 movement succeeds — fingers striking the taut metal strings 
  of the guitars too
   the whole orchestra of light lifting the darkness.
Which is better, light or dark?
You tell me, lost in the dark, stumbling around, or, give me the light
 even when it penetrates, burning the soil and drying up the water.
Give me the light, it will move it all out — antagonistic politics, finagling
 greed, selfish negativity, throats sore from its shouting division. 
Move it out, dark dealings 
 the black straps of ignorance and delusion
strangling from sheer over-numbered, multiplying menace of one species — 
the human in its darkest hour manipulating its genes so the wealthiest can
 absorb and control, bending an entire race under, feudal times
  updated fearlessly, algorithms drumming at the door of light 
   to tear it down — 
as the built-up propulsion builds up scattering nightmares,
 the common sense of good sense symphonically lifting 
  jazz beats the beats of heart, 
   the ancient Hopi turtle shells, bells, skin drums becoming
    the heart of the planet, its Father Sun propelling 
     transforming, coming back. 
   Come back light light light, to equalize — 
equality balances the never-ending end ended — 
vision sensation lights and sparks — 

light up inner light, the enlightenment of plants always somewhere 
 on Earth
the breathing now the last, but the first, infiltrating Peace 
 and making it whole again — 
dance of electron power, that warmth in partner with that cold, that dark,
ever in spiral centered dance giving the erect human species
 one more chance before Nature’s Solving Takeover 
  lighting the Truth even brighter.
Take humble leader of the Earth Mother or, or, or, follow down
 dark mass graves, rather. Don’t you think it’s the dawn?
  Dancing — in that heart music.
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Seventh Reading

DANCING IN THE DARK

Janet Ruth

And all the trees are dancing in the dark
here on this night, the longest of the year.
Bright moonlight shivers on their furrowed bark.
We crouch beneath their branches in our fear.

Here on this night, the longest of the year,
anchored by roots, trees toss their arms and dance,
embrace us with bare branches, dry our tears.
These ancient trees disperse wild tales of fancy

grown from their roots. Trees toss their arms and dance
to wintry music and the blizzard’s sting,
disperse our fears with hopeful tales of fancy
about the buds they clasp, dreaming of spring.

The wintry bluster flings dead leaves. The sting
of darkness bows before the might of trees
that nurture hope within their grasp. In spring,
earth’s cycle forces the long nights to flee.

The darkness bows before the dancing trees—
the wonder of these beings full of brightness.
Earth turns away from darkness, sets them free
to lift their arms, now opened, spilling light.

The wonder of these beings full and bright—
spring sunshine shimmers on their furrowed bark.
They lift their leaves and flowers, spreading light.
For this, the trees were dancing in the dark.

Eighth Reading

THE DANCE

Cooper Gallegos

When I was a kid
I was in love with my mother’s best friend, 
Celeste, a dancer, 3,000 miles away in NYC.
I was told she twisted her lithe body
high up into the theater lights,
the stage all hers.

On the west coast, hungering for 
the grace and magic of her world,
I took ballet lessons with a herd of 5-year-olds
who had yet to taste darkness.
My pubescent body thundered,
every pirouette echoing through the parking lot.
I leaned in, into the laps of others, 
hefting my elbows and knees
into their shadows,
straining to capture the light I felt all around me, 
struggling for the joy that rose to the top of our class.

When Celeste was old, and robbed of movement,
I sat by her bed in Flatbush, the room dim, the air still.
I turned on my pocket recorder to the Nutcracker Suite,
and she opened her eyes, luminous as full moons
and began tapping, tap tap tap against the edge of her bed.
Like magic, that distant ache returned.
Watching Celeste’s eyes, 
listening to the tap tap tap, 
recognizing at last
that all along the song was inside me.
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The memory doesn’t leave us, 
but is stored in those mysterious back rooms,
and the light I’d been borrowing
like a good-hearted but desperate burglar,
has always been mine to own.

Today, hoisting this scaffold of bones, 
light flows through, shadow dances in its wake,
much like the seasons, cobbled together in perfect synchronicity.

Ninth Reading

THE GOD ROCK

Laurie Bower

Saffron slivers of morning light sneak through the blinds and stripe 
the wall.
In the west, a nearly full moon slides quietly 
behind the largest mesa in the world.

Coyote left her footprints in the crystalline snow.
Roadrunner hasn’t been seen in days.
And where is the Juniper Titmouse hiding with his funny, fuzzy, 
pointed hat?

When darkness comes in the City Different, 
Farolitos outline adobe walls;
a message of unity and hope.

Without TV, the only murder I know of is the one of ravens 
that arose from a golden meadow near the ruins of Pecos Pueblo.
Once the largest, most powerful city in North America, now a pile 
of earth and rocks;
remnants of the organic, green-built, sustainable city of the future.

When iron men on giant beasts came bearing their cross,
The Cicuyes of Pecos were pleased to have a new God to worship;
the more the merrier.

I know a Cherokee medicine man who talks of the “God Rock.”
We circle the stone and each describe it from our point of view.
Our impressions are all different and yet,
it is still the same rock.
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In the coldest, darkest days of winter, cultures throughout 
the world
celebrate the miracle of life and birth with stories of hope,
feasts and libations to fortify the spirit.

From the humble and reverent sprouts forth the Divine,
while mangers and angels are everywhere.
I light incense of frankincense and myrrh, inspire the 
musky, ancient aroma and think,
there are many beautiful and different stories and yet,
it is still the same rock.

Tenth Reading

LET THERE BE LIGHT

Estoy Agradacido a Richard Powers  
Goyo (Greg Candela)

As far as we know
two trillion
galaxies or more
occupy the cosmos
shore to infinite shore.

Stars everywhere.
So why isn’t
the night sky
full of light?

A single cosmic
firework that
lights an everywhere
 4th of July 
every when?

Explodes,
expands
sparkles
and falls?

contracts
into pre-
creation in
one trillion-
trillion year
breath? Then

hibernates in
a black hole
to exhale into
creation
again.
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Eleventh Reading

ALWAYS THE LIGHT

Mark Fleisher

Advice from a gifted songwriter:
Dance when no one is watching

For too many months 
many dance alone

in the darkness of uncertainty;
others dance with partners
sharing the apprehension
hovering above daily lives 

If the light seems extinguished
the condition only temporary for

candles of hope still flicker
cannot be snuffed out

even if dimmed

Some day, some day soon,
lights shall again glow
when that time arrives 

I take your hand,
hold you in my arms,

dance across a fertile field
under the sun healing
a scarred world and

renewing our tattered souls

Twelfth Reading

THE BIRTH OF ALL TOMORROWS

Richard Wolfson

There exists a recipe for dance,
whether at midnight tap and roll,
or elongated elegance of
a waltz and a walking stick.

Morning engenders a cessation,
no more caterwauling in solemn tones,
nor jit of dust or repercussion from moon,
the edge of felicity, like rudderless music.

When sacred notes are rolled into a ball,
flung out upon the outer seams of a galaxy,
resounding and rebounding to a soothing call,
the splatter of matter, a never ending echo.

When first light crackled like a withered hand,
gave every tiny atom the will to expand always.
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Thirteenth Reading

FREEDOM OF DARKNESS

Danna Quinn

I dance 
Within the freedom of darkness
Loosening my form
Moving into what is not 
Accepted as identity,
Though indelibly marked,
Deeper levels know it to be.

Spiraling beyond space  
Stepping past tempo and time
Bowing in waves of wonder
Reaching rhythms that release
Molecules to merge with magic.
Preimages and possibilities pirouette
In grace, chaos, and grandeur.

Further beneath what appears 
Amorphous and undulating,
An all-encompassing underpainting
Pulsates in comprehension and compassion.
A Creativity vast and vital,
Imageless and undefined,
Surges in mystic motion
Seeking endless variables, 
Everlasting values. 

It is here, divine desire initiates design.
Planets populate, stars and moons emerge
In moments and multidimensions.
Grasslands, deserts, forests
Find meaning in being
Meted and measured,

Textured and treasured.
Expressions of energy
Becoming structures of intensity
Translated into physicality.

As for the heritage of humanity, 
We are thoughts the earth dares to think.
Self-ideas illuminated with integrity,
Brilliant colors of personality,
Brushed into being purposefully.

Designations not to conform
Rather, uniquely to express and perform
The great joy and spontaneity,
Spinning the Spirit of Life
As each perceives it to be,
Dancing within the freedom
And divine darkness of eternity.
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Fifteenth Reading

NEW MEXICO SOLSTICE 

Marilyn C. O’Leary

The days are getting longer.
My first breath of air
outside the door is of green.
Is it the tall pine 
that gives this gift?
Or is it the damp mesa that 
keeps its scent until soaked and wet
and then releases it to the grey dawn?

This solstice rain is soft and soaking,
a surprise, unexpected, like grace. 

Fourteenth Reading

WINTER WOMB

Sarah Kotchian

Do we doubt that seeds are busy underground?
In winter, their dance is not with light but darkness,
as living soil binds mineral and matter
in unseen alchemy 

a hibernating hemisphere of miracle,
mystery beyond our ken
that does not need our skeptical belief
but carries on, widening and deepening,

navigates shadow by its own sheltered light.
So much there is beyond our sight
that, trusting blooms will reemerge in spring,
may I also welcome stillness,

set a table for the darkness,
ask that seeds of my unknowing, 
filaments of mineral and fire
knit in me a new tapestry

of dark and bright, 
interplay of shadow, sun,
a deeper ground to nourish
longer days to come.
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The Poets
Storyteller, poet, publisher Dorothy Alexander has published six collec-
tions of poetry, two multi-genre memoirs and numerous essays. She is 
co-founder and former curator of poetry readings at the Woody Guthrie 
Folk Festival in OK. A native of Oklahoma, she now lives in Santa Fe, 
NM, where she is organizer/director of «Poetry Downtown» readings at 
the Santa Fe Community Convention Center. 

Shirley Balance Blackwell has published two books of poetry. One, 
titled Ditchbank Diaries, is about acequia (irrigation) communities: their 
history, culture, and importance for native ecosystems. She and her musi-
cian husband of 55 years live in Los Lunas. They have kept an organic 
herb and produce garden for about 20 years.

Laurie Bower enjoys creating work that expands the mind and moves the 
spirit, writing from her small homestead in rural New Mexico with her 
dog and muse, Babe, and a flock of pigeons. Her print and audio poetry 
has been published in “Fixed and Free” 2021 Poetry Anthology, 200 New 
Mexico Poems, The Telepoem Project, The National Federation of State 
Poetry Societies audio CD 2019, Womens Voices Anthology (Colorado), 
and The Vail Trail. Laurie also works as an audiobook narrator and teaches 
online classes in Improv, Creative Writing and Classical Yoga. www.Lau-
rieBower.net 

Greg (Goyo) Candela has had two poetry collections published, “Surfing 
New Mexico,” Crones Unlimited, 2001, and “Shallow Rooted Heart,” Dos 
Gatos Press, 2008. He has authored 6 produced plays and a number of 
scholarly articles in African American literature and is currently compiling 
a third poetry collection, “People of the High Desert.”

Stan Crawford is an attorney and poet living in Albuquerque. His poems 
have been published in Borderlands:Texas Poetry Review, The Comstock Re-
view, The Midwest Quarterly, Poet Lore, Water-Stone Review, and elsewhere. 
His collection Resisting Gravity was a Finalist for the First Book of Poetry 
Award given by the Texas Institute of Letters in 2017. 

An Ohio University journalism graduate and Air Force veteran, Mark 
Fleisher has published three books of poetry — with added prose and 
photographs — and collaborated on a fourth. His work has appeared in 
numerous print and online anthologies in the United States, Canada, 
United Kingdom, Nigeria, Kenya, and India. He resides in Albuquerque 
with his wife, Merle Pokempner, a retired art therapist.

Cooper Gallegos wrote her first book when she was six, complete with 
illustrations and since then has published two collections of inter-linked 
stories, The Waterhauler and Walking Lessons for the Elderly. Her fiction and 
poetry have appeared in multiple literary magazines and anthologies. She 
is currently working on a novel in Placitas, NM tentatively titled Chicken 
Coop Chronicles.

Larry Goodell moved to Placitas in 1963 and started Duende Press, a 
kitchen table enterprise. He created performance / ceremonial / satiri-
cal events in the early 70’s and on to this day in order to present his very 
Earth-oriented poetry. He and his wife Lenore — an artist, photographer, 
and native plant lover — live in the Old Village.

Sarah Kotchian is the author of Camino, a book of poems about her 500-
mile pilgrimage on the Camino de Santiago in Spain which won a New 
Mexico/Arizona book award and a Seven Sisters book award. Her poems 
have appeared in Stoneboat Literary Journal, High Shelf Press, Tiny Seed Lit-
erary Journal, Tulip Tree Press, Bosque Journal, ABQ inPrint, and Persimmon 
Tree. She is grateful to be part of the New Mexico writing community. 

Wayne Lee (wayneleepoet.com) lives in Santa Fe. Wayne was awarded the 
2012 Fischer Prize and has been nominated for a Pushcart Prize and three 
Best of the Net Awards. His collection The Underside of Light was a finalist 
for the 2014 New Mexico/Arizona Book Award. 

Stephen J. Miller (D.Min. San Francisco Theological Seminary) grew up 
in Albuquerque, and served Disciples of Christ churches in various places 
before returning to Albuquerque in 2001. Among his interim pastorates, 
he was interim pastor at Las Placitas in 2010–11. He is part of the Celtic 
Coyotes band. 

Marilyn O’Leary is an Albuquerque poet and retired water attorney with 
several books of poetry and chapbooks. She is grateful to her long term 
poetry group who always give encouragement and kind suggestions about 
her writing. 

Janet Ruth is a NM ornithologist whose writing focuses on connec-
tions to the natural world. She has recent poems in Tiny Seed Literary 
Journal, Ocotillo Review, Sin Fronteras, Tulip Tree Review and Blue Heron 
Review, and anthologies including Moving Images: Poetry Inspired by Film 
(2021) and Fixed and Free Poetry Anthology 2021. Her book, Feathered 
Dreams (Mercury HeartLink, 2018), was Finalist for 2018 NM/AZ Book 
Awards. https://redstartsandravens.com/janets-poetry/

http://www.LaurieBower.net
http://www.LaurieBower.net
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwayneleepoet.com%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cjacqueline.fletcher%40okstate.edu%7C1c8274f7eaca4ed7fabb08d9a635d233%7C2a69c91de8494e34a230cdf8b27e1964%7C0%7C0%7C637723572357389473%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=i7FGz2ITbzc%2BPPubIhwCmcph3lEL8YZ2QYrQKAjpVf0%3D&reserved=0
https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fredstartsandravens.com%2Fjanets-poetry%2F&data=04%7C01%7Cjacqueline.fletcher%40okstate.edu%7C1a286c96a9ef4084bdc908d893bf1f52%7C2a69c91de8494e34a230cdf8b27e1964%7C0%7C0%7C637421796365721911%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=mVG2PZ7ETivYkx22njdIsAEOUyF2UfquSgfoGonv%2BPM%3D&reserved=0
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As Founder and President of LOG OFF Vacation, LLC, Danna Quinn 
develops and presents personal and professional development programs for 
business and education focusing on the power and potential of creativity 
and personal time. She is a published author and embraces an adventurous 
approach to living. She believes Life Is Art — writing, hiking, exploring 
dreams are all a part of the picture.

Georgia Santa Maria is a life-long New Mexican who spent her 
childhood just up Las Huertas Canyon from Placitas. She is a writer and 
photographer with four books to her credit, (Lichen Kisses, Dowsing, Berlin 
Poems, with Merimee Moffitt, and The Miami Hippie Mommy Cookbook,) and 
several others in process. She currently lives in Albuquerque, surrounded 
by loving friends and family.

Richard Wolfson began writing after the death of his wife JoAnn, a poet, 
in 2004. Many of these poems come from dreams and shamanic journeys. 
He currently lives in Albuquerque with his second wife Vicki Bolen, who 
is an artist and collaborates with him on books, cards and prints. Currently, 
he mixes comedy and poetry. 

 About the event

For twenty-four years the Winter Solstice readings 
have been a regular offering of  

the Earth Care Fellowship  
at Las Placitas Presbyterian Church  
as part of the Earth Vespers series. 

This year, 2021, our theme is  
“Dancing in Darkness to Carry the Light,” 

as our world experiences a pandemic. 
We welcome back the slowly stretching days 

at the Winter Solstice Candlelight Poetry Reading. 
We open with flute and guitar music,  

followed by a song performed by the composer.

Fifteen poets from the Southwest read poems  
by the light of a single burning candle. 

Between readings, a short interlude of silence  
provides a moment of contemplation  

at the close of another year.
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